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1. The question whether every Hausdorff compactification of a Tychonoff 
space X can be obtained as the ultrafilter space of some normal base 
(see section 2 for definitions) on X, was raised in [3] 1) and [7]. A com- 
pactification realizable in this manner is called a W&man-type com- 
pactification. Though the question remains unanswered as yet, many of 
the well-known compsctifications have been shown to be so (see for 
instance [l], [2], [3], [a], [5], [7], [8], [9] and [lo]). A regular normal base 
is a normal base whose members are regular closed subsets. A compact 
space having a regular normal base is called regular Wallman as it is a 
Wallman-type compactification of each of its dense subsets through a 
regular normal base (see Theorem 2 in [9], Corollary 2 in [2] or Theorem 4 
in [9]). The property is productive ([9], Theorem 6). 
Let a compact space be said to have the property ( W) if it is a Wallman- 
type compactificetion of each of its dense subsets. Compact metric spaces 
and compact ordered spaces have this property (see [l], [4] and [ 111). 
In fact, in [ll], compact metric spaces, and hence their products, are 
shown to be regular Wellman. And regular Wallman property is likely 
to be strictly stronger than the property (W)-no example or proof to 
the contrary seems to be known. Examples of compact Hausdorff spaces 
which are not regular Wallman, are also not known. But if there is one 
then there are also among the Stone-Tech compactifications (of non- 
compact spaces, of course) and of arbitrarily large cardinal (see [5], 
Theorem 3.1). In the present note two large classes of /3X, which signifi- 
cantly improve ([I 11, Theorem) and ([4], Theorem 5.1) are shown to be 
regular Wallman and include between them (and use of productivity and 
finite-multiple-point-compactifications) almost all regular Wallman spaces 
known so far. 
2. PRELIMINARIES. Unless otherwise mentioned all spaces in the sequel 
are at least Tsi. For a subset A of a space X, cl A (or B), int A, and CA 
1) Surprisingly the interesting paper [3] which has priority over [7] has remained 
unmentioned in a whole section of papers in the area and was fortunately brought 
to the author’s notice by Prof. Banaschewski himself. Several other original references 
can be found in [3]. 
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stand for the closure, interior and complement of A in X, respectively. 
For a family &’ of subsets of X, cl .@‘, int -c9, c ,ra2, ASS?’ and V LS’ shall 
stand for the families obtained by taking the suggested operation on each 
member of &‘, in the first three cases and those obtained by taking all 
finite intersections and all finite unions of members of s!, respectively, 
in the last two cases. Products of cl, int, c, A and V, to be interpreted 
as successive operations, may also occur. 
For any family ~2 of subsets of a set X, the family V-A a2 = A - V .a?’ 
is closed under both finite intersections and finite unions, and is called 
the ring generated by ~2. The family d separates two disjoint subsets 
A and B of X, if they are contained in two disjoint members of &. If X 
is a space, ~2 is called closure-distributive if for each finite subcollection 
{A, AZ, ***, A,)of~,~l(A~nA~n...nA,)=clA~nclA~n...nclA,. 
Clearly, SS? is closure-distributive if and only if the ring generated by JZ? 
is so. A normal base on a space X is a family Jf of subsets of X, such that 
(NBi) M is a ring of closed subsets of X. 
(NBs) JV separates closed sets from disjoint singletons (or points). 
(NBa) c JV separates disjoint members of M. 
For a compact space X, any family JV satisfying (NBI) and (NBa) also 
satisfies (NBs) ( see e.g. [4], Theorem 2.2). A normal base on X whose 
every member is a regular closed subset of X is called a regular norm,al 
base on X and a compact space with a regular normal base is called 
regular Wallman. 
3. RESULTS. First a few lemmas are proved. These, essentially, are the 
tools used in proving the theorems that follow them. 
3.1. LEMMA. For a compact space X, the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is regular Wallman. 
(b) there is subbase 9’ for open sets in X such that disjoint members of 
A Y have disjoint closures or equivalently 9’ is closure-distributive. 
PROOF. Given (a) there is a regular normal base JV on X. The space 
being compact, JV and hence int JV” separate disjoint closed sets. Thus, 
int JV is a base for open sets and as for any two members Nr, Ns in &” 
cl (int Nl n int Nz) = cl (int (Ni n Ns)) = hi1 n Nz = cl. int N1 n cl. int Na, 
it satisfies both conditions on 9’ in (b). 
Conversely, given Y as in (b), cl. V . A 9 = V . A. cl Y is a ring of regular 
cIosed sets (if x E 3 n iii---N n N for some M, N E 9 then there is a 
- - 
member K of A Y s.t. K n M n N=@ but x E K n M n K n N). That 
it separates points and closed sets, and consequently is a regular normal 
base requires only compactness of X and the fact that A Y separates 
points. 
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3.2. LEMMA. In a normal space X, given afinite closure-distributive family 
-tr of open sets and a pair (A, C) of open sets, A C C, there exists an open 
setBsuchthatBCBCBCCandYu{B) is closure-distributive. Conse- 
quently, given a sequence {(An, C,): 1 gnaws} where A,, C, are open and 
2% C Cn, there exist open sets B,, 1 Q n < 00 such that for each n, A, C B, C 
C & C C, and the set {Bn : 1 G n < WO> is closure-distributive. 
PROOF. Let V consist of n distinct open sets Vi, Vs, . .., I’% and let 
MI, Ma, . . . . M, be some open sets such that A C MI C HI C . . . C M, C 
C .@, C C. Let for each integer k, 1 G k G n, Ak be the set Mk n [U ( Vfl r\ 
n vt2 n . . . n Vi,J], where the union is taken over all possible subsets 
@l, i2, **-, ik} of k (distinct) integers from (1, 2, . .., n]. Now using the fact 
that for any subsets S and U, U open, (cl 8) n U C cl (S n U), it can 
be checked that B=A v AI v . . . u A, has all the required properties. 
For the last part, B1 can be chosen such that 21 C B1 C Bi C Ci and 
then B,‘s can be inductively defined so that {BI, Bg, . . . , Bn} is closure- 
distributive. Clearly {B 12 : 1 <n < o,-,} is also closure-distributive. 
Now, if X is a compact space with a countable base, then using the 
lemma above the countable base can be replaced by a closure-distributive 
countable base for open sets and 3.1 shows that such a space is regular 
Wallman-the result in [ll]. In fact using 3.2 a little more effectively 
a more general theorem is the following 3.6. 
3.3. LEMMA. If f a amily 9’ of subsets of a space X is closure-distributive 
then the family Y* of all subsets A such that A = U (A,: A, E d>, d C A 9’ 
and A= U{&:A,E&‘}, is a closure-distributive ring of subsets of X. 
PROOF. Let A= U {A,: A, ERZ} and B= U {B,: B,ESQ be any two 
membersofY*where&,gCC 9’andB= lJ {Ja: A,E&},B= lJ {B,: 
BP E 991. Clearly A n B= lJ {Aa n B,: A, E -c4, B, E S?} and U {A, n BP: 
A&ES/, B,E$~}= U (2, ni?,: A,E&, B@E&~}=( U {A,: A,Ed}) n 
n( u{BB:BB~S3’))=BnB, showing that AnBeY* and AnB= 
=B n B. The remaining properties of Y* are obvious. 
3.4. LEMMA. If a normal space X has a closure-distributive family Y 
of open sets such that Y* as &j&d in 3.3 separates disjoint closed sets 
in X then PX is regular Wallmun. 
PROOF. The family Y* is a closure-distributive ring of open sets and 
hence cl Y* is a ring of regular closed sets and separates disjoint closed 
sets in X. Now, the space X being normal, cl Y* is a normal base and 
([lo], Theorem 7) or ([6], Theorem 3.2.1) shows that ,BX is regular Wallman. 
3.5. COROLLARY. If the Stonedech compacti&ation of each member of a 
collection {X,} of normal spaces is regular Wallwmn then so is that of their 
disjoint topologicul sum @ X,. 
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PROOF. If J, is a regular normal base on X,, giving @X, then intr, M, 
is a closure-distributive base for open sets in X, and separates disjoint 
closed sets in X,. The collection Y= U, (intr, Ma} is easily seen to 
satisfy all the requirements in the lemma above. 
3.6. THEOREM. The Stone-tech compacti@ation of a separable metric 
space is regular Wallmun. 
PROOF. Let X be a separable metric space and d a totally bounded 
metric on X. For each positive integer k, a finite family .?l& = {Z&k, B#, . . . , 
. ..) Bkk} of open balls of d-radius less than l/k cover X. The union u {ki&: 
1 G k < os> forms a countable base for open sets in X. If for each B$, C$ 
is a concentric open ball of radius 2/k then clearly cl Btk C C’tk and for 
any choice of open sets Stk such that cl Btk C S$ C C&k the collection 
Y={&k: i= 1, 2, . . . . rnx, 1 G k<oo} is also a base for open subsets of X. 
Since there are only countably many pairs and the space is normal 3.2 
shows that 9 can be chosen to be closure-distributive. Let 9 be so. 
In view of 3.4, to complete the proof it only remains to show that Y* 
separates disjoint closed sets in X. So, let F be a closed subset and U 
any open neighborhood of P. For each point x in P let A, be a member 
ofYsuchthatxEAzC&CC.LetA= (J{A,:x~F}.Ifapointy~~ 
then either y belongs to some A, or every neighborhood of y intersects 
infinitely many A,‘s. In the latter case, due to the nature of 9’ every 
neighborhood of y intersects AZ’s of arbitrarily small diameter and hence 
in fact must contain infinitely many of them. But this means that every 
neighborhood of y intersects F and hence y E F. Thus, lJ {AZ: x E F} is 
closed and hence equals A, showing that A E Y*. Clearly, F C A C 2 C U, 
and the proof is complete. 
As compact metric spaces are separable, ([ll], Corollary) follows. 
3.7. COROLLARY. (A. K. Steiner and E. F. Steiner). Products of compact 
metric spaces are regular Wallmun. 
3.8. COROLLARY. &paces @(Bn), l<n<wo, are regular Wallmun. 
For applying 3.4 to ordered spaces, following additional preliminaries 
are needed. 
If X is a locally compact space and 0 the subset of all isolated points then 
X-cl 0 is a locally compact subspace with no isolated points and hence by 
([8], Theorem 47) has disjoint dense subsets. Therefore, if X is a locally 
compact ordered space there exist dense subsets D and E such that D n E 
consists of points isolated from at least one side, D includes all points 
isolated from the left and E includes all points isolated from the right. The 
family 9’ of all subsets of the form (+-, d), (e, +), d E D, e E E, is a sub- 
base for open sets and is easily seen to be closure-distributive. This, in view 
of 3.1, shows that compact ordered spaces are regular Wallman-an im- 
provement of ([4], Theorem 5.1). Even more general results can be proved. 
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Let Yi, Ya, . . . . Y, be locally compact ordered spaces without interior 
gaps (i.e. order-complete spaces) and their product Y = Kc, Yt a normal 
space. An open convex box in Y. is a subset of the form nr=, Al where 
each At is an open convex (in the present case subsets of the form (a, b), 
(+-, b) or (a, +)) subset of Yi. Let, for each YS dense subsets 4, EI and 
the base gi= A 9’g be defined as for X in the above paragraph and let 
Y be the family of all open convex boxes mm, At in Y such that At E G?g 
for each i. Since for any box A = ntl Ati, clr A = m=, clr4 Ac and for 
any other box B = nyz, Bt, A n B= l-T!-, (Aa A BB), the family 9’ is 
clearly closed under finite intersections, is closure-distributive and is a 
base for open sets in Y. From a recent result ([12], Lemma 2.8) 1) of 
J. van Dalen it follows that if Y is normal then given any closed subset P 
and any open neighborhood U of F there exist locally finite covers 
{VT,:a~A} and {W,. * 01 E A} of F such that for each 01 in II, W, is a box, 
V, is an open convex box and wa C V, C 7, C 7.7. Now since each W, 
is a box ZQ( Va) is a closed subset of nt( V,) for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, and a member 
S, of 9’ can be found such that w, C S, C 8, C V,. The family (Sa: 01 E A} 
is locally finite and hence the family Y* as defined in 3.3 separates 
disjoint closed sets in Y. In view of 3.4 the arguments for the following 
theorem are essentially complete. 
3.9. THEOREM. If Y is a product of jinitely many locully compact ordered 
spaces and is normal then BY is regular Wallman. 
PROOF. If the coordinate spaces of Y do not have interior gaps then 
a closure-distributive family 9 of open sets as required in 3.4 has already 
been described above. If some or all coordinate spaces have interior gaps 
even then Y can be written as a disjoint topological sum of spaces which 
are finite products of order complete spaces and 3.5 applies. 
The result of 3.8 for n< COO is a simple corollary. 
4. REMARKS. (A) If X is a regular Wallman space and .M is a regular 
normal base on X then for any member N of J, the trace of J on N 
is a regular normal base on N. Thus (cf. 3.1), the space is locally regular 
Wallman. In case not all compact spaces are regular Wallman, this is 
surely a non-trivial necessary condition for a space to be regular Wallman. 
Also, in the proof of 3.6 any open subset A of the separable metric space 
X could have been chosen as the first member of 9 and hence the same 
argument shows that cl, x A (not necessarily homemorphic to /IA) is 
regular Wallman. 
1) In fact ([12], Lemma 2.8 or Theorem 2.10) assert that the product space Y 
is an F-product, which as defined shall only provide a-local finiteness for the families 
{U,} and (w,}. But it was brought to the author’s notice by Van D&n that an 
insight into the proofs of the mentioned results shows that the families can in 
faot be chosen to be locally finite. 
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(B) Clopen subsets always belong to a normal base on a compact, 
space. Therefore, a compact open subset of a space X is regular Wallman, 
whenever ,9X is so (cf. (A)). In ([5]), Theorem 3.1), it is shown that every 
compact space is regular Wallman if and only if ,6Y is regular Wallman 
for every non-compact locally compact space Y. But the preceding 
arguments strengthen this result to read: A compact space X is regular 
Wallman if and only if the Stone-tech compactification of the non- 
compact, c-compact, locally compact (hence normal) space T = @ {Xi: 
Xi=X, l<i<oo} is so (cf. 3.5). 
This paper is humbly dedicated to the memory of Late Prof. J. de 
Groot. The research contained in it was carried out during the author’s 
stay at Mathematisch Instituut, Amsterdam, where only a few months 
ago Prof. de Groot, together with Dr. W. Barit and colleagues helped 
remove quite a few mistakes in an earlier version. The author is also 
thankful to Prof. R. A. Alb for initially evoking interest in the Wallman 
compactification problems and providing some valuable literature. 
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